This paper has considered a novel approach to structural recognition and control of nonlinear reactiondiffusion systems (systems with density dependent diffusion). The main consistence of the approach is interactive variation of the nonlinear diffusion and sources structural parameters that allows to implement a qualitative control and recognition of transitional system conditions (transients). The method of inverse solutions construction allows formulating the new analytic conditions of compactness and periodicity of the transients that is also available for nonintegrated systems. On the other hand, using of energy conservations laws, allows transfer to nonlinear dynamics models that gives the possiblity to apply the modem deterministic chaos theory (particularly the Feigenboum's universal constants and scenario of chaotic transitions).
INTRODUCTION: NONLINEAR DIFFUSION-REACTION SYSTEMS AND SELF-ORGANIZATION IN ACTIVE MEDIA
The self-organization mechanisms in complex nonlinear systems of reaction-diffusion type are considered. In recent paper (Gontar, 2000) the necessity of new principle and mathematical model for the dynamics of complex and living systems is presented. Underlined the need for careful using differential equation (DE) for chaotic and living systems. Solutions of DE and corresponding difference equations should converge when the difference in initial conditions tends to zero. As opposed this, from mathematical point of view, a small amount of information can lead to drastic changes in living systems. On the other hand, in author's paper (Kardashov, 1999 ) the so called finite control and recognition methods are suggested for investigation of transitional waves (transients) arising in active media with nonlinear diffusion or dispersion features. These methods propose the using of conservation laws and corresponding phase plane portrait for structural analysis of the system transitional conditions, level of selforganization and transition to deterministic chaos. The main component of this approach is interactive variation of nonlinear diffusion and source parameters. A general concept of diffusion stimulation of the evolutionary processes was proposed by Talanov (1983) . It should be noted that the nonlinear reaction-diffusion models and corresponding nonlinear phenomena was developed in a lot of recent papers (for example, in (Rosenau and Hyman (1993) ) and (Li and Oliver (1997) ). Analytical investigations and computer simulation of patterns in blood flow through branches and large vessels are considered by Einav et al. (1990) , Elad et al. (1991) and Kardashov and Einav (1997) . A constitutive equation for concentrated suspensions that accounts the shear-induced particle migration (Phillips et al., 1992) can be presented as nonlinear reaction-diffusion models of the blood flow in large vessels. On the other hand, in recent papers (see, for example I. Cohen et al., 1998) nonlinear reactiondiffusion models were developed for studies of bacterial branching growth and bacterial cooperative self-organization.
The main goal of this paper is to develop the mathematical models of transitional waves structural self-organization and control associated with nonlinear *Corresponding author.
ISSN 1026-0226 (C) 2002 Taylor & Francis Ltd reaction-diffusion systems (see references Sanches-Garduno et al., 1996) .
For the most part of recent articles are considered the semi-linear models (starting by the classical work (Kolmogorov et al., 1937) ) that describe the processes with linear diffusion and nonlinear sources. Corresponding transients characterized by infinite transition time and unbounded spatial intention. We consider models with nonlinear diffusion that associated with finite localized or periodic transitional waves (FPTW) . The nonlinear diffusion-reaction models describe wave propagation in active media (see for instance (Mikhailov, 1991) ).
Furthermore will be shown the feasibility of these models for mathematical description of pulse propagation in cardio-vascular system, that may be considered as complex self-organization process determined by interaction of blood flow dynamics with input impedance of arteries and vessels (see (Westerhof, 1995) ). On the other hand, at recent years the new discrete dynamics of complex and living systems are developing (Gontar and Ilin, 1991; Gontar, 1993;  Gontar, 1997) . From our point of view, it is possible to implement the common background that is based on applications of the continual conservation laws and discrete methods for investigation of selforganization in active media. Effect of finite localization and periodicity of transients, associated with controlling diffusion or dispersion processes, may be considered as features of self-organization in complex and living active media.
(a) Our approach is based on methods of FPTW recognition and control by interactive variation of the structural parameters of the nonlinear diffusion and nonlinear sources. It is known that the transients corresponding to separatrix lines on the phase plane play a similar role for Hamiltonian diffusion-reaction models to the limit circles in auto-oscillatory systems. Because of existence of the so called separatrix layers, generating chaotic trajectories of Hamiltonian systems (see, for example (Zaslavskiy and Sagdeev, 1991) Obtained results allow to conclude that chaos degree of the transitional process determined by ratio of some nonlinear characteristics ofdiffusion and source functions.
It should be noted that considering models describe the conservation law of the real physical values: energy, impulses, mass, etc. Therefore, for the corresponding transition processes the following equalities are fulfilled:
where H is the finite-dimensional function (analogue of the Hamilton's function) or integral relations:
By using the above-mentioned relations the investigation and control of transients structure may be reduced to investigation and parametric control of singular points and levels of the finite-dimensional functions. From the above, the possibility of application of catastrophe theory and discrete nonlinear dynamics to lot of problems in applied mathematics (for biomedical and chemical engineering, prediction of geodynamic, geophysical and ecological processes) is followed. On the other hand, our theoretical results and preliminary computer modeling show the possibility of investigation and control of system chaos degree by the using of the exact analytic expressions for the transients, consisting the important ratio of the structural parameters (see results of the computer experiments).
We consider the processes that may be described by nonlinear non-stationary equation:
A(u) Ot where A is nonlinear operator of either of two types:
Here A---2r 1-is Laplace operator, 45(s), OX f(s), h(s) are real-value functions that determine nonlinear diffusion intensity and nonlinear sources. In present paper we will be investigating the possibility to control of stationary transients only by interactive variation of these structural functions (without output actions). The general equations of this type occur, for instance, in mathematical biology as models of phase transitions in alloys and in porous media with sources, in chemical physics. Similar models were applied to investigation of heat waves propagation in media with nonlinear thermo-conductivity and nonlinear spatial sources. In monograph (Samarskiy et al. (1987) ) an effect of the spatial heat localization with unbounded peakings at finite time was considered for wide class of the problems with nonlinear diffusion and sources. On the other hand, we consider furthermore the models that generate periodic or finite localized transients. These equations are suggested as models of dynamic processes with non-linear feed-back relations describing selforganization in some biological and chemical systems, like self-sustaining pulse propagation in cardiovascular system, heat-catalytic chemical reactions, etc. (see references Hashizume, 1988; Diaz, 1985; Demiray, 1997) . Systems with finite localized transients were considered in some of recent articles. Above all we shall note (Rosenau and Hyman, 1993; Li and Oliver, 1997 ) that at first considered the finite localized solutions of soliton type: compactons and peakons. On the other hand, effect of finite localization and periodicity of the stationary transitive waves for general evolutionary equations were considered by one of authors in (Kardashov (1999) ). Idea of stimulated diffusion was considered previously in (Talanov (1983) ) and in author's paper (Kardashov (1993) ), wherein the eigenfunctions of the nonlinear eigenvalue problems for control of strongly nonlinear evolutionary and oscillatory systems were used. In (Biro (1997) ) it was shown that the switch waves present an attractor of the solution sets in diffusion-reaction model.
In present paper (Part 1) will be considered the problems of the first type.
STRUCTURAL CONTROL AND RECOGNITION OF THE DIFFUSION-REACTION SYSTEMS BY USING THE FINITE SWITCH WAVES (FSW)
We consider some nonlinear phenomena for processes that may be described by nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation:
Ot where double differentiable nonlinear function OS(u) describes the diffusion or dispersion intensity and f(u is source function, A is Laplace operator.
We look for solutions of traveling-waves type:
where numbers v and ar describe velocity and propagation plain of the traveling wave, 3 2 1, and focus our r=lar attention on the systems with the set of the stationary homogeneous solutions:
The substitution of the expression (2) Integrating the Eq. (3) over interval [Sl, s2] 
The last equality presents the stationary conservation law of the considering process. According to definition of the switch wave qg(S1) qgl; q9($2) 2; (0) O; qg/(S1) q91($2) 0 Using these equalities and Eq. (8) Since one may obtain from formula (10)"
It is evident that last formulas determine monotonically increasing switch wave. Similarly, monotonically decreasing switch wave q-(s) are determined by formula (9) By the Taylor's formula one may obtain: Above-mentioned conditions (13) can be satisfied by use of following simple procedure that may be characterized as method ofdiffusion and reaction singular points coincidence.
Furthermore, we consider a particular case:
Since flu), cIg(u) are odd functions, according abovementioned the switch waves present the stationary transients.
It will be shown that for this case on conditions (13) the FSW are periodic waves determined by simple harmonical function. It is evident that nontrivial roots of the functions f(u and qC(u are determined by formulas" Since 1/tt(qPi)=f(qgi)tlJ(qgi)--0 one may obtain from formula (11):
It is evident that conditions (13) follow from relationship:
Taking into account the formulas (10), (11) and (12) It is evident that by variation of the parameters 3'0, 3'1, 3'2 one may change some important geometric characteristics of the FSW. Formula (9) implies that on condition -1 < 3'0 < 0 one obtains FSW, tangent to axis Ox at the point x--0 (see Fig. 3 ). Physically this means that velocity of the transitional process at zero is infinite small value of the order 3'0. On 3'0 > 1 the FSW is depicted by curve that tangent to axis Oy at the origin (see Fig. 4 In a similar way formulas for LTW of negative polarity may be obtained (18) Furthermore we consider the particular case: 
The exact formula (23) corresponds to harmonic FLTW of positive polarity. Similarly, on conditions. b<0, d<0, a>0 From formulas (15) follows that important geometric properties of the FLTW and its behavior on s---* s1,2 determined by order of decreasing of q(s) to zero on q--, 0. It was shown from formulas (15), (20) and (21) that on conditions. 0<k-l<2 by using the formulas (18) and (19) one may obtain the expression, corresponding to FLTW of negative polarity: In Fig. 6 is presented the graph of the finite localized transient of positive polarity. These exact analytic expressions allow us to investigate and control the system chaos degree by variation of the parameter L 4 (see on This particular case indicates that by sign changing of the structural parameters the transitional process may be switched from positive FLTW to negative one. Obtained basic transients can be used for construction of the transitional processes of more complex structure (for instance for modeling of interaction between forward and backward waves in cardiovascular system and for using them as basis for Fourier expansion, see (Westerhof, (1995) ). In the next section we consider a possibility of approximation of experimentally registered solitary pulses in arteries by above-mentioned FLTW.
Last situation may be named as "rigid localization" (see Fig. 9 ).
On condition k-l=2 FLTW has on s-S,2 finite nonzero derivatives and transfer to periodic switch wave on oddness condition for the functions q)(u andf(u ). This is interesting phenomena of the transitional waves structure changing on determine (critical) relationship between growth order of diffusion and source functions. (Gilmore, 1981) In this section we consider a general mathematical model that may describe the cardiovascular interaction, determines pressure and flow (Westerhof, 1995 [Westerhof, 1995] Figs. 7 and 8 ).
The possibilities of applications of the solitary waves in cardiovascular monitoring were reported to International Conference in Washington (Kardashov and Einav, 1997) .
The deplacements of the tube walls satisfy to the Korteweg-de-Vries equation (Hashizume, 1988; Demiray, 1997 We suggest the Eq. (25) and its exact solutions of Eqs. (27) and (28) as analytic models for description of experimentally obtained periodic transients. Taking into account that bio-impedance measurements are implemented by average process over measuring body area, from this result one can be reached the important conclusion on possibility of exciting of the coherent waves in the parts of the cardiovascular tree.
An amplitude and shape of the solitary wave are defined by elastic properties of the vessel walls. This give a possibility to determine by monitoring of solitary waves the important hemodynamic parameters such as diameters of arteries, modulus of elasticity of arterial walls, the length of blood vessels, etc.
